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correlations between stations which are scores of miles apart as well as appreciable dependence of precipitation on successive days. This lack of "good behaviour" of the data is especially troublesome when complex experimental designs are used, such as cross-over designs with random daily allocation of seeding to alternate areas and when detailed and sensitive statistical analyses are required, e.g., when concomitant variables are to be taken into account.
A further difficulty in applying standard statistical techniques is that the form of possible seeding effects is not known but may well be most irregular.
Considerable differences in the outcomes of different rainfall stimulation experiments point to the existence of factors, not hitherto identified, which may sometimes further the effectiveness of cloud seeding but perhaps inhibit it at other times (Neyman and Scott [8] ). A number of findings suggest that seeding may be highly effective on some occasions but have little or no effect on many other occasions (Siliceo et al. [10] , Gabriel [4] ). Since so little is known about the alternative one should be testing against, it is not only doubtful whether standard techniques are valid but it is difficult to decide what a good technique is. (For the derivation of optimal techniques under certain simple assumptions, see Neyman and Scott [7] ).
Unless a satisfactory parametric model of precipitation becomes available, i.e., one which takes account of all the irregularities and dependences noted above, the safe course is to use randomization tests. (For an earlier discussion of the need for non-parametric tests, see Adderley [1] ). Such tests compare a summary statistic based on the experimental results under the actual randomized allocation of treatments with all possible values this statistic might have assumed for the same experimental results had the allocation been different.
To be specific, for each possible allocation under the randomization scheme, 
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I the observed experimental data are considered afresh and the resulting statistic compared with that found under the allocation used. This is a valid comparison under the null hypothesis that seeding has no effect, for in that case the same rainfalls would have occurred, no matter what the allocation. Clearly, randomization tests do not require any assumptions about the distribution and dependence of the precipitation data, and therefore provide valid analyses of rainfall experiments.
Different randomization tests are obtained by using this principle with different statistics. For example, one may take the difference between mean values on treated observations and on control observations, and compare the experimental difference with similar differences obtained by other allocations of the same data. Alternatively, one might take the difference between medians, or mean ranks, or proportions of observations above some constant, etc .. Each comparison statistic will yield a randomization test. For certain statistics the distribution over all allocations can be derived mathematically, and critical values for significance testing have been computed and tabulated. A well-known example is the WMW (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney) test whose statistic is the number of pairs consisting of a treated and a control observation, for which the treated observation has a larger variable value than the control observation.
THE TWO TESTS IN THE ISRAELI EXPERIMENT.
The Israeli rainfall stimulation experiment uses a cross-over design with daily random allocation of seeding to either the North or the Centre of Israel. (For detailed descriptions of the experiment, see Gabriel [3] 
Note that even though the x.-y. are not independent and identically distributedũ nder the hypothesis of no seeding effects, the WMW test is still valid since I I I I the seeding allocation was determined by randomization.
This statistic is easily computed and its distribution has been tabulated in detai1*. The WMW test can, therefore, be used in over-all analyses of entire * See, for example, the tables by Owen [9] . For large samples an asymptotic approximation is available.
I I
-. One notices that each day's e. = 1 or 1 -e. = 1 appears twice in the expressioñ*
If all e's are equal, R may be arbitrarily defined as 1.
for R, once in the numerator with one of the variables x, y and once in the denominator with the other variable. And since precipitation in the North and the Centre, i. e., x and y, is highly correlated (r=.8), this ensures that variations due to the random allocation of seeding will not greatly affect the statistic R. (An. approximation to R is discussed in the Appendix).
The statistic R is an average ratio, but its use must not be understood to imply that the actual effect of cloud seeding on precipitation is multiplicative. R is an average, and a particular value of R might be the result of a variety of effects on different days of the experiment.
In comparing the two statistics it is clear that R has the advantage of depending directly on amounts of seeded versus unseeded rainfall, whereas U depends on these amounts only indirectly through the ranking of the differences
. If none of these differences are particularly large, either~J J positively or negatively, as compared with the rest, it will not matter much that ranks are used instead of actual values, and the WMW statistic may be as appropriate as R but simpler to use. Indeed, the WMW test is known to be powerful in many standard situations. For these reasons the WMW test was originally chosen for the analysis of the Israeli experiment.
If, however, effects of seeding vary a great deal from day to day, i.e., if seeding has little or no effect on most days but on a few days it has very large effects, this will hardly affect the ranking of the (x -y ) -(xJ'-Yj) dif- 
The median values under the null seeding effect hypothesis are Med R = 1 and Med U = 7 )(' 9/2 = 31. 5, so that the two statistics deviate from their medians in different directions. R indicates positive seeding' effects because of the few apparently large effects (on days 3, 7, 11 and 13) whereas U indicates the contrary because all twelve other days had apparent small negative effects or no effects at all.
Another drawback of the WMW technique is that it is merely a test of significance and does not provide a quantitative estimate of the size of seeding effects. To obtain estimates and confidence bounds one must have recourse to rather cumbersome iterative techniques whose results lean heavily on one's assumptions regarding the form (e.g., additive, multiplicative, etc.) of the effects -assumptions which unfortunately have little to be based upon (Gabriel [4] , section 5.1).
Variation of the statistic R from allocation to allocation depends on the actual amounts of precipitation observed during the experiment. It can therefore not be studied generally as was the U statistic of the WMW test. Table 1 with those obtained by the WMW test. (The "R-asymptotic" levels of significance of. Table 1 I * A detailed description of the dates and groupings in these tables is given elsewhere (Gabriel [4J, [5J) and is not repeated here as it is not directly relevant to the question of choice of statistics. However, it may be mentioned that the annual periods are mid-October to mid-April (except 1961 which started in February). The split of the 1963/4 season was due to a change in the definition of the operational day from an 8 p.m. start and end to an 8 a.m. start and end of seeding. 
the total amounts and differences over the entire experiment even when the experiTo find out whether this assumption is tenable for precipitation data or whether it is vitiated by the occasional occurrences of extreme amounts of equations (15) and (18» . Table 1 . The results are presented in Table 2 for data of the entire Israeli experiment as well as for several separate categories of days.
Tests qf goodness of fit of the asymptotic normal distribution with 4rther details of the sampled distributions of R are also presented ;in Table, • e
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On the other hand, the proportions of R values above 1 do not deviate systematically from 1/2. These characteristics are readily understood when one considers that R is a ratio which may assume any non-negative value and that the chance of anyone value is equal to that of its reciprocal. Thus, 1 must be the median, but there is positive skewness and the expectation exceeds 1.
More crucial to the application of the asymptotic distribution is the difference between VarO(R) and the true variance of R. Table 2 clearly shows that the sample estimates exceed the asymptotic expression for almost all the Monte Carlo trials that were run. For single seasons and for particular bufferSouth cateogries of days the variance appears to be 20-40% larger than VarO(R).
For pairs of seasons it is 10-20% larger, but for the entire length of the experiment it is very close to the asymptotic value.
The standardized fourth moment shows no further systematic deviation from normality.
In applying asymptotic theory to practical testing of significance, one would compute the normalized statistic
and enter it in a table of the normal probability integral. The resulting "Rasymptotic" levels of significance are compared in Table 1 .-
Checking of these approximations against .the sample moments in Table 2 shows that they deviate systematically somewhat less but in the same direction as the previous approximations,~OR = 1 and VarO(R) of (4). As far as the estimate of the variance is concerned, the new approximations do not reduce the bias much and are therefore little better than those used in (4).
We conclude that the asymptotic normal distribution may be applied safely only when data of some 5 seasons, i.e., 300-odd rainy days, are available for analysis. For shorter periods and for smaller categories of days, use of asymptotic formulas underestimates the variance and leads to spuriously significant results. This means that in effect the asymptotic distribution is useful only for overall evaluation of an entire experiment and cannot'be used for detailed analyses within categories or shorter periods.
Our findings are based entirely on data of the Israeli experiment. One may ask how far the conclusions can be extended to other rainfall stimulation experiments. Clearly, one cannot infer from Israeli rainfall data to data in areas with very different rainfall regimes, but some inferences are possible to slightly different experimental designs. Though our evaluation of the Israeli experiment used only rainy days, we have made some additional checks using the data of all days of the rainy seasons. There were altogether 946 days, rainy and dry together. For these days we checked the applicability of the asymptotic normal distribution of R, and did the same for sets of 5, 10 and 20 successive days. The latter might correspond more closely to the analyses of some experiments which used units considerably longer than 24 hours.
The results of these additional Monte Carlo sampling trials are presented in Table 3 . Tests of goodness of fit do not indicate deviation from the asymptotic distribution either for single days or for sets of days. Sample estimat~s of the variance of R do not differ much from asymptotic VarO(R)
tho~gh the latter seems slightly too low for single days and possibly a little too large for sets of days. Our conclusion that the asymptotic distributipn of R may be used safely when data of about 5-6 seasons are available evidently holds not only for single rainy days but also for all single days and for sets Qf days as well. It is interesting to note that the variance of R based on rainy days is slightly larger than that based on all days. Since the value of R is practically the same in both cases, i t appears that exclusion of "dry" days may slightly reduce the sensitivity of the R randomization test. Contrary results were found in some earlier calculations for the WMW test which appeared to gain in sensitivity when restricted to rainy days. 
